Press Communique

Metro Express Project
Closure of Sir Vigil Naz Avenue from D'Epinay Avenue to Doyen Avenue, Quatre-Bornes

The public is hereby informed that construction works pertaining to the Metro Express Project will be carried out along Sir Vigil Naz Avenue near its junction with D'Epinay Avenue for a period of 4 weeks as from Friday 15 November 2019.

Accordingly, Sir Vigil Naz Avenue will be closed to traffic from D'Epinay Avenue to Doyen Avenue. The following traffic diversion scheme will be put in place:

- Traffic along Sir Vigil Naz Avenue heading towards Victoria Avenue or D'Epinay Avenue will be diverted along G. Ythier Avenue and Remy Ollier Avenue to join Victoria Avenue and D'Epinay Avenue.

- Traffic along Victoria Avenue or D'Epinay Avenue heading towards Sir Vigil Naz Avenue will be diverted along Sir Guy Forget Avenue and Doyen Avenue to join Sir Vigil Naz Avenue.

- Necessary provision will also be made to allow for local access along the closed stretch of Sir Vigil Naz Avenue.

The necessary traffic signs will be set up to inform and guide road users.

Drivers are strongly advised to exercise caution when approaching the work area and to drive within the prevailing speed limit.

The Ministry regrets for any inconvenience caused and relies on the usual collaboration and cooperation of the public.
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